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Saturday, August 26. 2006

PSPXTI: A TI-92 Calculator emulator v1.0.7

Hi All,

Holidays ended, and it's time now to go back to school, so here is something useful
to put on your PSP :

A new release of PSPXTI the TI-92 calculator emulator !

 First i would like to thanks my friend jer666 for his beautiful icons and background image . 

What's new in this version ? 

- Add new beautiful icons and background designed by Jer666 !
- New user interface with menus and usefull options
- Add Help window with all PSP shortkeys
- Save configuration file option
- Screenshot image option
- PNG images instead of BMP (smaller images)
- Toogle between analog and digital pad option
- New keyboard handler and new mapping
- Bug fix (keyboard freeze etc ...)

You need the rom of your TI-92 or TI-92 plus, but it is NOT part of the PSPXTI package because it is the property of
Texas Instruments !

Many TI92 stuff can be found on the following urls : 

 http://ti83khdv.online.fr 
http://www.ticalc.org
http://education.ti.com

This version works with 2.xFW. and 1.5FW.

pspxti-v1.0.7.zip

It's distributed under GNU licence and sources are included.

If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it here :
zx81's forum on dcemu network 

Here is a PDF version of the manual : TI 92+ manual

   Enjoy,      
        
                  Zx.

 Posted by zx-81 in TI 92 at 23:55

Great Work Zx-81, hopefully we will see a Ti-93 calculator emu 
    pkmaximum on Aug 27 2006, 07:57

your emu is constantly restarting by itself. I hope u would fix this bug soon. Great work zx81.
    spartan 117 on Aug 30 2006, 05:22
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Hi,

First of all thanks for your feedback .

On which FW ? What do you mean by "restarting by itself" ? The only way to exit the emulator is to press L+R+Start. Then the only
way to go back automatically to the emulator menu is when you the battery is low. 

Can you give me some more details on what happened exactly ?

Many thanks                 Zx.
    zx-81 on Aug 30 2006, 09:14

Thanks for even reading my comment. Anyway, I have fw 1.5
and I ain't no noob so I know wat i am doing. When I am using the emulator using a good rom like the one on your blog  , it suddently
reboots back to the os (like when u turn on the psp). This makes it quite unusable for me. Also it even rebooted about 5secs after i
started the emulator. Also my fingers weren't even near the start, L, or R, butttons. I hope u can fix it. It also happens frequently.

also those spam-prevention image are really hard to figure out!
    spartan 117 on Aug 31 2006, 05:56

Hi, 

Thanks for your feedback . It may happen that this emu crash and then the ti92.mem file could be corrupted, and you are then unable
to run the emu properly ... Anyway i can't reproduce your bug, but i will try to do so ...

Take care,            Zx
    zx-81 on Aug 31 2006, 14:21

Okay, but how do I exactly fix it? Do I just del my mem file? or reinstall the prog from scratch? Also if u want I could easily upload my
mem file if u want or any other files that may be causing the problem.
    spartan 117 on Aug 31 2006, 22:56

Just remove the ti92.mem file, then run the emu and use the Save state option it will save another new ti92.mem ...

Zx
    zx-81 on Sep  1 2006, 23:31

Thanks!
    Kiss Feri on Sep 22 2006, 17:09
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